
TPC report 

Teleconference Monday 5/2 

Attendees: Jay, Jim, Mary Ellen, Matt Montgomery, Tom Manduca, John Smith 

-D1 recommend same format as 2 years ago if someone wants to bid on it (PBay has since bid on it) 

-D2 TCST interested in keeping it as is 

-JO Trials  same time frame to JO’s recommended. Keep same format of for 11&older T.F. events 
200fly/bk/brstk/4IM/500 top 2 maine swimmers get the nod to JO’s regardless of how many out of LSC 
swimmers beat them. 

-JO’s-recommend a change in P&P to formally change dates of entry deadline to Tuesday at 12noon 
before JO’s and all athletes would be required to be US registered by Monday 1159pm before JO’s to be 
eligible to be entered into that seasons JO’s. 

-jim w proposed a change of event order for JO’s (posted on website) 

1. Thursday add 11-12 4IM in between 1650’s and adding 13&up 200 medley relays 

2. Jim can explain other changes 

-MSI3/D3 (Meet Information was approved and posted) 

1. Recommend adding 50fly/back/brskt to the meet 

2. Recommend for this meet only increasing swimmers to up to 7 individual events 

3. out of lsc entries due 6/1 

4. we didn’t talk about penalties for a swimmer missing a finals we should discuss-Jay thinks a swimmer 
in that case should be allowed to compete in any trials event (TF events exhbtn) but not finals but could 
swim on all eligible relays 

5. admission to meet free for spectators 

6. cost of full meet program 15$US/$20 canadian or can be purchased by session $5US/?? 

7. Recommend hiring Louis for meet management – Louis has been awarded the bid   

-Regular meets 

1. Recommend to SSC for their ¾ meet to modify event list to compete less head to head with JO trials 

events (possibly the lighter subscribed JO trial events ie. 200fly/back/brskt/4IM/500) - maybe consider 
moving meet to 2/25?? 

2.not discussed by TPC but I think should be discussed; 

For Bowdoin open-have Brad make the cut times tougher for the senior part of the meet, limit #’s on 
deck 

 


